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SM-T875NZKA

Rear Camera - 13.0MP + 5MP 
Front Camera - 8.0MP

27.81cm (11.0”) 120Hz 

128GB expandable up to 1TB

8000mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

SM-T875NZKAINU

Rear Camera - 13.0MP + 5MP 
Front Camera - 8.0MP

31.50cm (12.4”) 120Hz  Super AMOLED

128GB expandable up to 1TB

10,090mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

Mystic Black Mystic Bronze Mystic Silver Mystic Navy



Images simulated. *10,090 battery only available in S7+. **available only with S7+

With the biggest battery* on any 
Galaxy Tab, replenished instantly by 
Fast Charging.

With a sturdy grip, minimal 
pen-to-screen lag, and a magnetic 
clasp.

The biggest leap in S Pen3 Never runs out of juice4

With the Qualcomm Snapdragon 865 
Plus Mobile Platform chipset.

Fastest processor yet2Most advanced display1

With a 120Hz refresh rate, and a 
massive Super AMOLED display.

In stylish new Mystic Colours with a 
soft micro-sand blasted finish.

Delicate but durable5

The combination of DeX and the Book 
Cover Keyboard gives you a PC-like 
experience.

Tap for a PC6

16 intuitive function keys
• Align with Samsung
   Windows PC
• Android specific keys**

• Samsung Dex key

08-
09



Images simulated. *App availability may vary by country and region. Feature supports 5 languages: English, Korean, Japanese,
Traditional Chinese, and Simplified Chinese. ^Noteshelf is provided in English by default for language settings other than those listed above. **Additional cost will be charged after the free trial period of Canva Pro.

Sync your notes seamlessly across 
devices for access at any time.

Use the S Pen and Clip Studio Paint* 
for your artwork.

Awaken your inner artist9 Keep it in the Cloud10

Notes are time-stamped to match 
audio-recordings, perfect for lectures 
and meetings.

Sync notes and audio8Mark up PDFs with ease7

Annotate, highlight, strikethrough or 
underline effortlessly with the S-pen.

Use pre-made or original templates, 
and enjoy the ultimate design tool, 
Canva Pro**.

Scribble it down11

Use the S Pen or typing to take notes 
easily, with the Noteshelf^ Club 
Exclusive.

Design like a professional12



SM-T735

31.50cm (12.4”)

10,090 mAh with 45 W Fast Charging*

4 GB + 64 GB / 6 GB + 128 GB expandable up to 1TB

Qualcomm SDM 750G (Dual 2.2 GHz + Hexa 1.8GHz)

Rear – 8 MP (AF), Front – 5 MP

Display

Battery

Memory

Processor

Camera

Mystic Black Mystic Silver Mystic Pink Mystic Green

 Images simulated. *15 W charger is included. The 45 W Adaptive Fast Charger is sold separately. 10-
11



AKG Dual speakers and Dolby Atmos 
3D surround-sound.

Large, vibrant display with maximized 
brightness.

Binging just got bigger3 Epic thrills guaranteed4

Easily fit it in your bag, or flaunt the 
guaranteed-head turner off.

Super sleek, super stylish2Make study and play fun1

With a 31.50cm (12.4") display, S Pen 
in box, and a refined unibody design.

With low latency, soft tip, premium 
finish and a magnetic holder.

Turn ideas to art with S Pen5

Turn writing to text with S Pen and 
get title recommendations.

Get organized with a tap6
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Avail professional software like Clip 
Studio, Canva, and Noteshelf.

Level-up productivity with Dex mode 
and keyboard attachment.**

Get serious work done9 Design like a pro10

Auto screen-centering and triple mic 
for max impact video calls.

Be the centre of attention11

Move content from tab to phone 
seamlessly.

Multi-Galaxy experience12

10,090mAh battery for up to 13 
hours of video streaming.

Study and play never stop8Boosted performance7

Octa-core Snapdragon 750G chipset 
to play, stream and multitask at ease.

**Keyboard cover sold seperately.
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Cloud Blue Mountain Grey

SM-T860NZBA

Rear Camera - 13.0MP + 5MP 
Front Camera - 8.0MP

26.72cm (10.5”) Super AMOLED

106.2GB expandable up to 1TB

7040mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery



Images simulated. *The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages.

The combination of DeX and the 
Keyboard Cover gives you a PC-like 
experience.

Just like a desktop5

With Dolby Atmos quad speaker and 
bezel-less sAMOLED display.

Stay mesmerised6

Use Multi Window Mode to use 
different apps simultaneously.

Up to 15 hours* of video playback with 
powerful 7040mAh (typlical) battery.

Power up and keep going3 Do more at once4

With Bixby Vision and AI-enhancing 
neural network processing.

A new dimension2Magnetic attraction1

S Pen now stays magnetically attached 
and ready-to-use with your device.
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Blue Grey Pink

SM-P615NZBA

Rear Camera - 8.0MP
Front Camera - 5.0MP

26.31cm (10.4”) TFT Display  

49.2GB expandable up to 1TB

7040mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery
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With long-lasting battery life, 
expandable microSD and fast LTE and 
WiFi speeds.

Never pause the game6

With a cinema-like 26.31cm (10.4") 
screen and dual speakers.

Go big on entertainment 5

Slim and light, fitting comfortably in 
your bag. Flaunt it in Oxford Grey, 
Angora Blue or Chiffon Pink.

Wrap it in the magnetic and sleek 
Galaxy Tab S6 Lite Book Cover.

Light. Thin. Fits right in.3 Carry with confidence and style4

With a 26.31 cm (10.4") display, in-box 
S Pen and a slim, lightweight build.

Change the way you note1

-With natural grip, low latency, and 
impressive pressure-sensitivity, as 
well as a magnetic holder.

Draw inspiration with S Pen2

16-
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Black Gold Silver
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SSM-T515NZKD

Rear Camera - 8.0MP 
Front Camera - 5.0MP

25.54cm (10.1”) TFT Display

23.7GB expandable up to 512GB

6150mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery



Images simulated. *Measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corbers and camera hole.

The bigger picture1 Cinematic sound experience2

Learning made fun5 Super power6

A 25.54cm* (10.1") screen with narrow 
bezels for maximum viewing screen 
and maximum comfort.

Dual stereo speakers with Dolby 3D 
Atmos surround sound to provide a 
truly cinematic experience.

Designed to impress3 High on performance4

Lightweight (470 gms) and durable 
with a full metal, unibody design. 
Available in three classic colors.

High speed performance and a good 
storage ensure a seamless experience.

More fun and no worry. Monitor 
screen time and the content your kids 
watch with Parental Control.

The massive 6150mAh battery means 
more fun and less breaks.

18-
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Take your experience to the next level

Galaxy Tab S6 
Keyboard Cover

Galaxy Tab S6 Lite 
Book Cover 

Galaxy Tab S6 Lite

16.585 x 24.555 x 1.145cm
(165.85 x 245.55 x 11.45mm)

177 g

Grey, Blue, Pink

Galaxy Tab S6

24.51 x 17.87 x .68cm
(245.1 x 178.7 x 6.8mm)

359 g

Grey

Compatible
Models

Dimension
(WxHxD)

Weight

Colour
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Silver Black

SM-T295NZKAINS

Rear Camera - 8.0MP
Front Camera - 2.0MP

20.31cm (8.0”) TFT Display

21.3GB expandable up to 512GB

5100mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery
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Your digital playground1 Designed to be carried2

Create a safe environment for your 
children to explore the possibilities 
with Samsung Kids Home.

Slim and weighing just 347 grams, it’s 
easy to carry anywhere. Choose from 
black or silver to fit your style.

5100mAh

Unchallenged battery life3 Process fast. Store more.4

With the 5100mAh battery, forget 
about charger for long periods of time.

With 2GB of RAM and the latest 
Android P OS, plus 32GB of storage 
expandable to 512GB.

Stay entertained5

Uninterrupted viewing experience with dual speakers, 1280x800 pixel display
and a free YouTube Premium subscription.
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Dark Grey Gold Silver

SM-T500NZAP (4G) | SM-T505NZAPINU (Wi-Fi)

Rear Camera - 8.0MP

26.31cm (10.4") WUXGA+ Display

32GB expandable up to 1TB

7040mAh

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery
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Images simulated. *Measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera hole. ^T&C apply. Availability of YouTube
Premium may vary by country or region. Users must subscribe to a YouTube Premium account to enjoy all its benefits. **Typical value based on testing under third-party lab conditions. Rated capacity is 7040mAh.
15W AFC (Adaptive Fast Charging) charger sold separately.

The bigger picture1 Cinematic sound experience2

For all the binging 5 Super power6

A 26.31cm* (10.4") screen with narrow 
bezels for maximum viewing screen 
and maximum comfort.

Quad stereo speakers with Dolby 3D 
Atmos surround sound to provide a 
truly cinematic experience.

Designed to impress3 High on performance4

7mm slim and durable with a full 
metal, unibody design. Available in 
three classic colors.

32GB built in storage for all your 
hi-resolution videos, photos and files. 
You can then expand it up to 1TB.

Enjoy free^ subscription of YouTube 
Premium, Netflix and Spotify for
2 months with Galaxy Tab A7.

The massive 7040mAh** battery 
means more fun and less breaks.
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Images simulated. *15W Adaptive Fast Charging Charger sold separately.

Grey Silver

SM-T225

22.05cm (8.7”)

5100mAh with 15W Adaptive Fast Charging*

3GB + 32GB / 4GB + 64GB expandable up to 1TB

MediaTek MT8768T (Octa-Core 2.3GHz + 1.8GHz)

Rear – 8 MP (AF), Front – 2MP

Display

Battery

Memory

Processor

Camera



More style, more portability1 Convenient one-handed usage2

8.0mm thin and 371g light sleek tab 
with a 22.05cm (8.7”) display.

Gesture-based menu. Dozens of 
functions for easy navigation.

Digital learning playground5 Super power6

Samsung kids for a child-friendly 
environment with parental control.

Defense-grade Knox Security to 
protect your data from online threats.

Carry your personal theatre3 Store more and more4

Less bezel for more display. Dual 
speakers with Dolby Atmos sound.

1TB storage with expandable microSD 
card to store all that you love.



Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with
multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Appointment bookingConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Samsung Care+

We've got you covered

Click to know more

Mobile care plan that protects your smartphone 
beyond the standard warranty, with coverage for all 
accidental damage for up to 2 years.  



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N.-U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            Samsungmobileindia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia


